Different from developing neural networks (NNs) for general-purpose processors, the development for NN chips usually faces with some hardware-specific restrictions, such as limited precision of network signals and parameters, constrained computation scale, and limited types of non-linear functions.
INTRODUCTION
Designing custom chips for NN applications with the Very-Large-Scale-Integration (VLSI) technologies has been investigated as a power-efficient and high-performance alternative to general-purpose computing platforms such as CPU and GPU. However, programming these chips is difficult because of some hardware-specific constraints: 1 ○ Due to the utilization of hardware resources for digital circuits or the capability of analog computing for some memristor-based designs [18, 31, 40, 44, 55] , the precision of input and output signals of neurons is usually limited, as well as 2 ○ the precision of NN parameters, such as synaptic weights. 3 ○ The present fabrication technology limits the fan-in and fan-out of one neuron, which constrains the computation scale. 4 ○ The diversity of nonlinear functions or neuron models supported by the hardware is also limited. For example, for TrueNorth chips [52] , the maximum matrix that one synaptic core can handle is 256 × 256, and it supports only a simplified leaky-integrate-and-fire (LIF) neuron model.
One straightforward approach to this problem is to expose the hardware details and limitations to the NN developer directly. For instance, IBM has provided a TrueNorth-specific training mechanism [22] . The mechanism constructs the whole NN model from scratch to satisfy all hardware limitations, and then trains the NN model. This method has several drawbacks. First, it binds NN models to the specific target hardware. Developers can hardly benefit from existing NN models from the machine-learning community. Second, it limits the power of the NN algorithm. The constraints make it more difficult to converge and reach better accuracy for larger models. Third, training the specific NN model from scratch may take a very long time.
Another approach is to make hardware satisfy software requirement by consuming more hardware resources to reduce the constraints on NN models [12, 15, 21, 47] , such as using 16-bit precision rather than 1-bit spiking signals in TrueNorth. This approach can gain less performance improvement from NN quantization and compression technologies. For some memristor-based designs, some constraints due to analog computing are physical limitations, which are difficult to overcome even with more hardware resources consumed.
A third approach is to introduce a domain-specific Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) for NN accelerators, such as the Cambricon [48] ISA. This approach requires both hardware and software to satisfy the ISA. However, this approach still does not solve the gap between programming flexibility required by NNs and hardware efficiency that can be gained from NNs' redundancy. If we use high-precision instructions that do not have any constraints, the hardware can gain less benefit from NN's redundancy. In contrast, if we use lowprecision instructions with many constraints, the NN developer should take these constraints into consideration when developing NN models.
In addition to these approaches, there are also some work to utilize the NNs' redundancy for performance and provide flexible programming interface by introducing a transforming procedure. EIE [27] is such an instance: it extensively uses deep compression to squeeze the redundancy, and design custom chip, EIE, to run the compressed NN model. NEUTRAMS [35] also use NNs' redundancy to adapt the original model to satisfy hardware constraints. However, these methods highly depends on the redundancy in NN models. Different NN models may have different minimum requirement (precision, connectivity, etc.) on hardware. Thus, transforming procedure is not a general method, especially for NN models with less redundancy and hardware with severe constraints.
In this paper we propose a new method with flexibility, better applicability, and easy convergence. First, we decouple the neuromorphic computer system into two levels for better flexibility, software programming model and hardware execution model. We use computational graph (CG), which is widely used in many popular NN frameworks [1, 4, 36] , as the programming model for NN models. We also provide the hardware/software (HW/SW) interface and the minimum hardware functionality that an NN hardware should provide. We propose a transformation workflow to convert a trained NN, expressed as a CG, into an equivalent representation of HW/SW interface through the fine-tuning method.
To make the transformation workflow general and reliable for different cases, we employed two principles.
• Trade Scale for Capability. As the operations supported by NN hardware is not comparable to their software counterparts due to the constraints, it is reasonable to enlarge the graph scale and complicate the topology properly to improve the model capability, especially under strict conditions. • Divide and conquer. We fine-tune the entire model part by part according to a topological ordering. Each part is a smaller graph that is more easier to converge. We also fine-tune each part with several phases to introduce different constraints, which also facilitates the fast convergence.
Moreover, this transformation procedure could be viewed as compilation of traditional computer systems that converts highlevel programs (the hardware-independent, trained NN models) into instructions that hardware can understand (the SW/HW interface), and the transformation tool could be called an NN compiler. As a summary, this paper has achieved the following contributions:
• An NN transformation workflow is presented to complete the aforementioned technologies to support different types of NNs. The SW/HW interface is easy to be adapted to different NN hardware. • Such a toolchain is implemented to support two different hardware designs' constraints, a real CMOS neuromorphic chip for ANN&SNN, TianJi [60] , and a PIM design built upon metal-oxide resistive random access memory (ReRAM) for ANN, PRIME [18] . • We complete quite a few evaluations of various metrics. The extra error caused by this process is very limited and time overhead is much less (compared to the whole training process of the original NN). In addition, its sensitivity to different configurations and transformation strategies has been explored comprehensively.
BACKGROUND 2.1 NN basis
NNs are a set of algorithms, modeled loosely after the human brain, that are designed to recognize patterns. Traditional NNs consist of multiple layer of neurons. Each layer performs the computation as shown in Equation 1 where X is the input vector, Y is the output vector, W is the weight matrix, B is the bias, and σ is a non-linear activation function, which is typically the Rectified Linear Units (ReLU) function [54] .
This kind of NN is also known as multilayer perceptron (MLP), which has been proved to be a universal approximator [30] . Modern NNs are more complicated. The topology is a graph rather than a simple chain, and the types of operations are richer than matrixvector multiplication. Most deep learning frameworks [1, 2, 4, 13] use computational graph (CG), a directed acyclic graph, to represent NN computations. Vertices in the graph represent operations (e.g., dot-product, convolution, activation function, pooling) and immutable/mutable states [1] (e.g., the weight parameters associated). Edges represent the data dependency between vertices. Both vertices and edges process or carry tensor data (multi-dimensional arrays). For clarity, in this paper, dot-product, bias-addition, and convolution are categorized as weighted-sum operations. Moreover, any constant operand, including the trained weight matrix for any vertex of weighted-sum operation, is considered as part of the corresponding vertex as we can view it as the immutable state of the vertex.
NN Chips
There are two types of NN chips. The first type focuses on the traditional ANNs. They are custom architectures [11, 12, 15, 21, 23, 24, 38, 39, 46, 47, 56, 57, 59, 61, 64, 67, 68] to accelerate mature ANN models. We usually call this type NN accelerators. The second is Table 1 : Hardware limitations of NN chips neuromorphic chips, which usually supports SNNs to yield higher biological reality [7, 9, 10, 25, 51, 52, 60, 66] . These chips usually consist of a lot of processing elements (PEs) that can efficiently perform dot-product operations because this operation is the main body of most NN models. Different chips put different constraints on the operations they support. Table 1 shows the constraints of some existing NN chips. Most NN chips employ low precision numbers to represent weights and input/output (I/O) data instead of floating-point numbers. The scale of computation that each PE can process is usually fixed. PRIME [18] and Dian-Nao [12] have extra adders to support larger scale computations. However, NN chips such as TianJi [60] and TrueNorth [52] do not have extra adders, and the output of their PE can connect to only one input port of another PE. For these chips, the scale of computation is also a problem. Despite the widely-supported dot operation, many other operations required by NNs usually lack for support.
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
To bridge the gap between NN applications and NN chips, we decouple the whole system stack with a software programming model and a hardware execution model. The former is the programming interface for NN experts to develop NN applications. The later is the SW/HW interface that NN chips can executed directly. Software Programming Model. The machine-learning community has already employed Computational Graph (CG) as the programming model. It is a data-flow graph G = (V , E) which represents a number of operations with vertices V and represents data dependencies between these operations with edges E. Most deeplearning frameworks [1, 2, 4, 13] adopt CG to build NN models. And the set of supported operations is F .
Each vertex in V is an operation y = f (x 1 , . . . , x n ), where f ∈ F , y represents the output edge, and {x 1 , . . . , x n } represent input edges. Thus, the entire model can be expressed as a composite function Y = H (X ), where X represent all input vertices and Y represents all output vertices.
We also adopt CG as the programming model with a slight modification. The difference is that we regard model parameters as immutable states of the corresponding vertices instead of normal edges of the vertices. Namely, we regard an operation f (x, θ ) as f θ (x), where θ is model parameters and x is an input operand. Thus, it can only be a trained NN model that all parameters have been already determined. Hardware Execution Model. The computation model that hardware could execute is also a data-flow graph G ′ = (V ′ , E ′ ). It has a supported operation set F ′ , denoted as core-op set. However, the supported operations are very limited, and these operations have many limitations. In addition, some hardware also has constraints on the interconnection subsystem. For example, TianJi and TrueNorth does not support multi-cast; one output port of each PE can only be connected to one input port. The hardware execution model forms a composite function Y ′ = H ′ (X ′ ).
Thus, our goal is to build G ′ from G so that H ′ is approximately equivalent to H . Minimum Hardware Requirement. We define a minimum set of operations C that C ⊂ F ′ has to be satisfied to use our NN compiler. It only contains one operation, denoted as dot-core-op. Namely, the operation dot-core-op must belong to the core-op set. Equation 2 shows the computation of the dot-core-op where X and Y are the input and output vectors, respectively; N and M are their sizes; W is the weight matrix of size M × N ; and σ is a nonlinear activation function.
In addition, the I/O data precision is B bits. Formally, the dot-core-op meets the following constraints:
• N ,M,B are fixed.
• The value range of each element in W is a finite set S. S is either a fixed set or a configurable set S P with some parameters P. • Without loss of generality, only ReLU function (σ ) is supported.
We choose this dot-core-op as the minimum requirement for hardware because it can cover most existing NN chips (e.g., those listed in Table 1 ). Thus, our NN compiler can support most existing NN chips.
TRANSFORMATION METHODOLOGY
In this section, we will introduce the transformation methodology to transform the software programming model into an approximately equivalent hardware execution model.
The workflow outline
The proposed workflow involves 4 steps as shown in Figure 1 . Building CG. According to the above description, it constructs G = (V , E) based on the input NN's information that includes the trained parameters, network topology, vertex information and training dataset. An example is shown in Figure 2 (a). In addition, we can also get the operation set F supported by the deep learning framework. Graph Reform. It constructs an intermediate CG,Ĝ = (V ,Ê). The corresponding operation setF contains all operations that are coreop-like. These operations share the similar form as core-ops or can be achieved by core-ops easily, but do not meet those hardware constraints. Figure 2 (b) shows an example of the graph with only core-op-like operations. The detailed transformation from G toĜ is in Section 4.2. Graph Tuning. In this step, we further transformĜ to G ′ . Every vertexv ∈V is traversed in a topological ordering ofĜ to form corresponding vertices in G ′ . As shown in Figure 1 , we have multiple Step 'Graph Tuning' contains 3 substeps for different hardware restrictions respectively and the third sub-step has 3 fine-tuning phases. sub-steps for the transformation of each vertexv. We can also transform a subgraph with multiple vertices as a whole. We transform the whole graph part by part to have a better convergence since smaller graph are easier to be approximated. It is where we employ the divide-and-conquer principle. The sub-steps are as following.
• Data Re-encoding. Re-encode I/O data on each edge of the subgraph to solve the precision problem of I/O data. This sub-step is where we employ the trade-scale-for-capability principle. It enlarges the computation scale, but does not change the operation type, each vertex is still a core-op-like operation. • Fully Expanding. Since core-op-like operations are easy to be implemented with core-ops, in this sub-step, we fully expand each core-op-like operation with multiple core-op operations to solve the limitation on the computation scale. After this sub-step, the subgraph only contains core-ops.
• Weight Tuning. This step aims to fine-tune the weight matrices of core-ops in the subgraph to minimize transformation error, under the premise of satisfying the hardware weight precision. As shown in Figure 1 , we also introduce three phases of fine-tuning to make it more reliable and easier to converge. It is also where we employ the divideand-conquer principle. Mapping. Now we have built an equivalent Graph G ′ with only core-ops that meet hardware constraints, which will be mapped onto the target hardware efficiently. This part highly depends on the hardware's interconnection implementation. In Section 4.4 we will introduce the basic principle of mapping the hardware execution model onto target chips.
Graph Reform
In this step, we need to transform a CG G into a graphĜ with only core-op-like operations. The operation setF includes all operations that could be combined by core-ops in F ′ without any precision constraints. For example, the corresponding core-op-like operations for dot-core-op are all operations that in the form of weighted sum with activation function, denoted as dot-like operations.
To replace all vertices represented with F into operations inF , we take the following three steps in order. 1 ○ First, we find all subgraphs that match the computation of anyf ∈F , and replace them withf . For example, in Figure 2 (b), we merge the dot-product, add-bias and ReLU operations into one operation, which is a dot-like operation. 2 ○ Then, we can also have some customized mapping from a subgraph in G into a subgraph formed of operations inF , and apply these dedicated designs here. For example, maxpooling operation can be built with max functions. A simple max function with two operands can be achieved with as Equation 3, which includes multiple dot-like operations.
We can use the max function with two operands to form max function with more operands. 
Graph Tuning
In this step, we transform the intermediate graphĜ = (V ,Ê) to the hardware execution model G ′ = (V ′ , E ′ ). We use the original graph G to supervise the fine-tuning progress of the generated G ′ . The graph G can provide not only labels of the output but also supervised signals of all intermediate data between operations.
Each edge e ∈ E can provide supervised signal for graph G ′ . Thus, we can splitĜ into parts, and transform it into G ′ part by part. To do so, first we find the edgesê ∈Ê that correspond to the edges e ∈ E, and use them to split the graphĜ. Then, we perform the following steps against each part one by one in a topological ordering ofĜ. Note that, we can also transform multiple adjacent parts as a whole each time.
• Data Re-encoding. Since the original model G usually use floatingpoint numbers for computation and data representation, directly rounding data to hardware I/O precision may distort and lost information. Thus, this sub-step aims to re-encode the input and output data of each vertex. To encode a floating-point vector with a lowprecision vector, we employ an autoencoder to get the low-precision representation.
An autoencoder is an NN with one hidden layer that can learn a constrained representation of a set of input data. The output layer has the same dimension as the input layer and is trained to approach the input: the computation from input to the hidden layer is encoding input data to the hidden layer's representation, while the computation from the hidden layer to output is decoding.
Here as we use it to represent the original floating-point vector with the hardware-I/O-precision vector, it is reasonable that the neuron number of the hidden layer may be greater than that of the input/output layer; the specific value can be configured manually. Usually, a large hidden layer will improve the accuracy, but consume more resources. The tradeoff is evaluated in Section 5.
For clarity, we take a vertex of dot-like operation as the example to describe the process.
As shown in Figure 3 (a)(b)(c), we add an autoencoder after the current vertex. The activation function of its hidden layer is a round operation, which rounds the output to hardware I/O precision. In addition, the round operation not only quantizes the output to lowprecision, but also forces the output to be positive, which provides the non-linearity as the widely-used ReLU function.
The initial weight parameters for the encoder and decoder of the autoencoder are set as following.
For the input vector X = {x 1 , . . . , x n } (i.e. the output of the previous ReLU, as illustrated by Figure 3 (c)), we build an autoencoder network with a hidden layer of m × n neurons, where m is a configurable integer, denoted as re-encoding factor. Suppose the n dimensions of X are independent and equally important, then each x has m hidden neurons to represent its low precision encoding. Thus, we initialize the connections from x to other hidden neurons to zero. A hidden neuron linearly scales the corresponding x to w (e) x + b (e) , where w (e) and b (e) are the weight and bias term of the encoder respectively, and then rounds it to the I/O precision,
w (e ) will be rounded to 0 and any
will be rounded to 2 N − 1. Thus, one hidden
]. Now we have m hidden neurons for each dimension; thus the best way to represent x ∈ [0, x max ] (the output of ReLU is positive) with the m hidden neurons is to divide the data range into m adjacent and non-overlapping intervals, each of which corresponds to one hidden neuron. Namely, we properly initialize w 
i. Accordingly, to decode and restore x, the decoder should scale the data back. Thus, its weight matrix is set to w
the initialized autoencoder will always return 0. It means that the autoencoder can also perform ReLU operation. Therefore, we could remove the redundant ReLU operation of the current vertex. Moreover, as shown in Figure 3(d) , the bias term of the current vertex could also be encoded by the dot-product operation and merged into the bias term of encoder b Finally, as shown in Figure 3 (e), the decoder of the previous vertex, the dot-product operation and the encoder of the current vertex can be merged as one dot-product operation, whose weight matrix is the product of the three's matrices.
Till now, the input and output of the current vertex have been constrained to hardware I/O precision.
For vertices of convolution plus activation function, the process is similar. Instead of using dot-product operation as encoder and decoder, we use convolution instead, and the three convolutions can be merged into one as well. The initialization is also similar: the hidden layer has m channels for each input channel, and only the center value of the encoder/decoder kernel is set to non-zero.
Owing to this step, we solve the limitation problem of I/O precision. In this step, we only change the computation scale of the operations inĜ.
• Fully Expanding. In this step, we will turnĜ into G ′ . Since the core-op-like operationsf ∈F can be combined by core-ops in F ′ , we expand all operations inĜ into individual subgraphs consisting of operations in F ′ to form the graph G ′ .
Take dot-like operations as an example. Dot-like operations can be represented as a fully-connected layer. As shown in Figure 3 (f), to support the fully-connected layer of any scale with dot-coreops, we use two layers of dot-core-ops to construct an equivalent graph. The first layer is a computation layer. The original dotlike operations are divided into smaller blocks and are performed with many dot-core-ops. The second layer is a reduce layer, which gathers result from the former to output.
The division is straight: 1 ○ Divide the weight matrix into small sub-matrices that satisfy the hardware limitation on scale; each is held by a dot-core-op of the first layer. 2 ○ Divide the input vector into sub-vectors and transfer each sub-vector to the corresponding sub-matrices(core_ops) at the same horizontal position and 3 ○ gather results from the same column by the reduce layer. Regarding all dot-like operations as fully-connected layers are sometimes very inefficient. We can have dedicated division according to its connection pattern.
For example, for a convolutional case (suppose a kernel of size k ×k convolves a W ×H image from m channels to n channels), the n channels of one pixel in the output side are fully connected to the m channels of k × k corresponding pixels in the input side. This forms a small-scale vector-matrix multiplication of size (m ×k 2 )×n. There are W ×H such small operations in the convolution case. Each input should be transferred to k 2 such small operations, while reduction is needless. If such a small operation is still too large for a dot-coreop, we can divide the operation as the fully-connected-layer case does.
If there are some dot-core-ops that are not fully used, we can distribute them onto one physical PE to reduce resource consumption during the mapping step.
Till now, the computation of the current subgraph ofĜ has been transformed to a subgraph of G ′ , which consists of core-ops f ′ ∈ F ′ . Next, the weight matrices of the core-ops will be fine-tuned.
• Weight Tuning. In this step, we will fine-tune the parameters to make the generated subgraph of G ′ approximately equal to the corresponding subgraph of G.
As shown in Figure 3 (g)(f), we use the corresponding supervised signal from graph G to fine-tune current subgraph of G ′ . The input to the current subgraph is from the output of previous transformed subgraphs instead of the corresponding supervised signal from the graph G. Thus, the transformation of current subgraph will consider the error from previous transformed subgraphs, which can avoid error accumulation. The output of previous transformed subgraph can be generated on demand or cached in advance to improve the transformation speed.
We will consider the hardware constraints on weight parameters in this step. Specifically, target hardware usually puts strict constraints on weight storage since it occupies most of the hardware resources. Here we present a formal description of the constraints on the weight matrix W : the value of each element W i j should be assigned dependently from a finite set S. S is either a fixed set or a configurable set S P with parameter(s) P. Three kinds of typical weight encoding methods, which have been widely used by real NN chips, are presented as following (in all cases, the size of S is 2 N ):
• Dynamic fixed-point: S P = { −2 N −1 2 P , . . . , 0 2 P , . . . , 2 N −1 −1 2 P } where P represents the point position. This method is used by DNPU [61] , Strip [38] , TianJi-ANN [60] , etc. • Fraction encoding: S P = { −2 N −1 P , . . . , 0 P , . . . , 2 N −1 −1 P }, where P is the threshold of the spiking neuron or the scale factor of the result. It is used by PRIME [18] , and TianJi-SNN [60] . • Weight sharing: S P 1 , ..., P 2 N −1 = {0, P 1 , . . . , P 2 N −1 }, used by EIE [27] .
Without loss of generality, suppose the floating-point parameter W i j is rounded to the k i j -th element in S P , denoted as S P k i j . This step aims to find the best P and to set k i j for each element in the weight matrix properly to minimize the transformation error. It is similar to weight quantization of network compression. Our contribution is that we generalize it to typical hardware cases and introduce several fine-tuning phases to deal with different parameter-setting issues separately.
For a subgraph, three fine-tuning phases are taken in order: The first is to reduce the initialization error. The second is to determine the best value range of weight matrix (i.e. to choose the best P) and the last is to determine the best value from S P for each element (i.e. to choose the best k i j ). Each phase gets parameters from the previous one and fine-tunes them under certain constraints.
• Free Tuning. In previous steps, we use the parameters in the original graph G to initialize those parameters in the generated graph G ′ . However, some methods, including autoencoder and the MLP-based unsupported-function handling, introduce transformation errors. In addition, activation functions used by G may be different from the hardware counterpart, which also makes the initialization inaccurate. In addition, previous transformed subgraphs also have errors. Therefore, some fine-tuning phases have to be taken to minimize the error, under the premise of satisfying the hardware constraints on weight precision.
Thus we first fine-tune the subgraph of G ′ without any constraint on weight precision to reduce any existing error. In this procedure, all parameters and signals are processed as floating-point numbers, while the hardware activation function is used.
• Value-Range Tuning. Now the precision constraint on weight is introduced. Accordingly, we need to choose the best value-range of the weight matrix (namely, the best P). Apparently, we will minimize J (k, P) = i j (W i j − S P k i j ) 2 , which can be achieved by an iterative expectationmaximization (EM) algorithm:
• E-step: fix the current parameter P (t ) and calculate k (t ) i j = arg min J (k |P (t ) ). • M-step: fix k (t ) i j and calculate P (t +1) = arg min J (P |k (t ) ).
Then we replace W i j with S P k i j where k i j is fixed and P is the parameter.
After the initialization, we fine-tune the subgraph to optimize P. During this process, we maintain the precision of W i j first and then round it to P k i j at every time P is updated.
Further, for the weight sharing case mentioned above, the EM algorithm is just reduced to the k-means algorithm. If S P is a fixed set without any configurable parameter, we can omit this phase.
• Rounding Tuning. The data-range set of weight value S P is fixed now. This procedure adjusts each weight matrix element to a proper element in this set. In another word, it aims to choose the best index k i j for W i j . During the fine-tuning progress, parameters are stored as floating point number. In the forward phase, any parameter is rounded to the closest element in S P . While during the backward phase, floating-point number is used to update W i j . This mechanism is also employed by the above Value-Range Tuning phase if P can be set from a discrete set.
After processing all the subgraphs, we have transformed the original model G into an equivalent hardware execution model G ′ that satisfies all the constraint conditions.
Mapping
The generated graph G ′ will be deployed on the target hardware efficiently, which is a hardware-specific problem. Thus, we give the optimization principle here.
For NN chips that bind the neural computation and storage in the physical cores (it is called the weight stationary computing mode, classified by [16] ), this is a mapping problem to assign core-ops to physical cores. Moreover, several core-ops that are not fully used can also be distributed onto one physical core, as long as there are no data conflicts.
For chips whose physical cores are computing engines with flexible memory access paths to weight storage (usually work in the time division multiplex mode), it is a mapping and scheduling problem to schedule each core-op's task onto physical cores. Multiple core-ops could be mapped onto one core to increase resource utilization.
As we can get data dependencies and communication patterns between core-ops through the transformed graph, we could use these information to optimize the mapping or scheduling to minimize transmission overhead, e.g. putting densely-communicating cores close. TrueNorth has designed such an optimized mapping strategy [3] .
Moreover, for those core-ops sharing weights (e.g. convolution vertices can be fully expanded to a lot of core-ops sharing the same weight matrix), we could map (or schedule) them to the same physical core to reduce data movement.
Others
4.5.1 SNN Models. SNN, called the third generation of ANN, is a widely-used abstraction of biological neural networks. In addition to neuronal and synaptic states that traditional ANN has featured, it incorporates the timing of the arrival of inputs (called spikes) into the operating model to yield higher biological reality.
SNNs of rate coding can emulate ANNs. The spike count in a given time window can represent a numerical value within a certain range, like a traditional ANN does. Accordingly, the input of a synapse is a spike sequence of certain firing rate from the preneuron. After synapse computation, it is converted into the sum of currents that will be computed by the post-neuron. For those widely-used SNN models, the functions of their synapse and neuron computations usually own good continuity and are derivable in rate coding domain. Therefore, the popular SGD method can be used for training SNN: several recent studies [33, 43] have used the stochastic gradient decent (SGD) algorithm to train SNNs directly or indirectly and achieved the state-of-the-art results for some object recognition tasks.
As our workflow is not dependent on the concrete NN type (ANN or rate-coding SNN), it can support SNN hardware and SNN models, too. For SNN models, the training data is the firing rate of each neuron.
RNN Models.
RNN is an NN with some cycle(s). We could transform and fine-tune each operation inside an RNN as normal, and add an additional step to fine-tune the entire RNN after that.
IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION 5.1 Implementation
We have implemented the tool to support different hardware constraints, including those of TianJi [60] and PRIME [18] .
TianJi is fabricated with 120nm CMOS technology. The running frequency is 100MHz and the total dynamic power consumption is 120mW. Table 2 : Accuracy for NNs under different restrictions precision is 8-bit that is cut from the 24-bit internal computation output; the cut range is configurable, thus its weight encoding strategy is dynamic fixed-point. For SNN mode, the minimal I/O precision is 1-bit, which can be extended to n-bit with 2 n cycles as the sampling window (as described in Section 4.5.1). The neuron model is a simplified LIF neuron model with a constant leakage and a threshold for firing; the weight encoding method can be viewed as fraction encoding. PRIME [18] is a memristor-based PIM architecture for ANN. The weight precision is 8-bit and the I/O precision is 6-bit. The scale of vector-matrix-multiplication is 256×256, too. The output range can be configured with an amplifier; thus its weight encoding can also be viewed as fraction encoding.
Quite a few NN applications, including an MLP for MNIST dataset (784-100-10 structure, 98.2% accuracy of full precision), LeNet-5 [42] for MNIST dataset (99.1% accuracy), a CNN [53] for CIFAR-10 dataset (84.64% accuracy 1 ), AlexNet [41] and VGG16 [62] for ImageNet, have been respectively transformed and then deployed onto TianJi [60] and PRIME [18] to show the validation. The first three networks are trained by Theano [4] . Parameters of the next two CNNs for ImageNet are extracted from trained models of the Caffe Model Zoo directly. The inference accuracies of full precision are given in Table 2 .
Without loss of generality, we take the mapping of the LeNet-5 for MNIST onto the TianJi system as an example.
One TianJi chip contains 6 cores connected by a 2 × 3 mesh NoC; each core supports 256 simplified LIF neurons and works in the weight stationary mode. The main body of a TianJi system is a Printed Circuit Board (PCB) including 16 chips. On the whole, all of 1 As described by [53] , with some special initialization method, the CNN accuracy can exceed 90%. Here we ignore it for simplicity, which does not affect our evaluation. the cores form a 12 × 8 2D-mesh network, and there is a great gap between the delay/bandwidth of intra-/inter-chip communications.
The transformed CG consists of 497 TianJi's dot-core-op. Taking into account the weight reuse of convolution, 19 physical cores are actually occupied. We use the heuristic Kernighan-Lin (KL) partitioning algorithm for the mapping problem. It abstracts the mapping as a graph partition problem and tries to minimize communications across partition boundaries. Take the bipartition as an example: the input to the algorithm is a graph; the weight of each edge is the communication delay. The goal is to partition the graph into two disjoint subset A and B of equal size, in a way that minimizes the communication cost of the subset of edges that cross from A to B.
First, a randomly generated initial mapping distribution is given.Second, the KL algorithm bi-partitions the mapped cores repeatedly till only the closest two cores are left in any of the final partition in the 2D-mesh. During this phase, partitions that minimize the communication cost between cores are remained; here the cost of an edge across boundary refers to its weight multiplied by the number of transmissions, as we can get the communication statistics from the transformed CG, including those information about the reused cores.
Evaluation
The inference accuracies after transformation for TianJi and PRIME are given in Table 2 . This table also shows the re-encoding factor, which indicate the number of hidden units for autoencoders, for each case.
We can see that the transformation errors introduced are very limited, for all NN models and chips tested, we can achieve less than 2% accuracy drop. For most cases, we only use 1× hidden unit to re-encode data, which means that the NN scale is not changed. For the two TianJi-SNN cases, as the I/O constraints are very strict, we use 2× hidden units, thus 4× PEs will be used. For ImageNet cases on PRIME, if we only use 1× hidden units, the accuracy drop will be over 2%. With 4× hidden units, we can reduce the accuracy drop to less than 1%. We can always achieve better accuracy with more hardware resources employed.
This toolchain also improves the development efficiency remarkably. For example, it can transform AlexNet in about 1 hour, while training it from scratch will take about 3~4 days. Specially, training the whole NN requires millions of iterations to converge, while our method only costs thousands of iterations to converge for each step, that is, takes 5 to 10 minutes to transform one layer. The reason lies in that, after partitioning, we fine-tune each unit one by one; each one is well initialized and much easier to converge than training the entire model. All evaluations are completed on a common PC server equipped with one Tesla P100 GPU.
In addition, as the large-scale NNs (e.g. those for ImageNet) cannot be occupied by the TianJi system because of the physical limit of chip capacity (a TianJi system contains 16 chips and a chip can occupy 1536 neurons), those related results are drawn from the cycle-accurate TianJi chip simulator.
Accuracy vs. Fine-Tuning Granularity.
We conduct experiments to explore the relationship between accuracy and fine-tuning granularity. In another word, in the step of Graph tuning, we can fine-tune one or more successive parts in G ′ simultaneously, even fine-tune the entire model as a whole. It looks like that increasing the fine-tuning scale per time will increase the search space, which may lead to a lower error rate but consume more computations and more time to converge. However, results show that coarse grained fine-tuning does not result in improved accuracy. For example, for CIFAR10-CNN, the inference accuracy (the I/O precision is 7 bits and the weight precision is 4 bits) is 83.07% as the fine-tuning-granularity is two subgraphs (the accuracy is 83.14% as the granularity is one). If we fine-tune the whole NN together, the accuracy is just 83.24%. Thus, one by one fine-tuning is an optimal strategy, which also means that the problem of error accumulation has been well solved. Unless specifically noted, the fine-tuning granularity is just one.
Accuracy vs. Resource Consumption.
From the transformation workflow, we can see that the step of Data Re-encoding may introduce the most additional resource overhead: When the neuron number of the hidden layer of autoencoder is n× as much as that of the input/output layer, the number of crossbar consumed of the whole NN will be n 2 ×. The latter can also be considered as a direct indicator of area consumption and runtime overhead. Thus, we conduct experiments to explore the effect of autoencoder.
We use the MLP for MNIST dataset. Although this network is relative small, its conclusion is general for large-scale NNs because we fine-tune NNs part by part and each part is a small graph. Table 2 also shows the improvement for ImageNet on PRIME with a larger re-encoding factor. We compare the inference accuracies without or with different scales of autoencoder. For the former, we simply scale and round the I/O signal values to make them suitable for I/O precision. precisions respectively (after transformation), without or with different scales of autoencoder, while no other constraints are introduced. Results show that this data re-encoding strategy is effective to improve the transformation accuracy under strict constraints.
In Figure 4 , the accuracy of the transformed network without autoencoder drops significantly when I/O precision is less than 3 bits (different NNs may have different turning points). In contrast, when autoencoder is used (we assume the I/O limitation is only 1-bit and only 1x hidden neurons are used, namely, the most critical case), the accuracy is 84.63% (if no autoencoder, the value is only 13.45%). With more hidden neurons, the accuracy continues to rise, which means our method could trade NN scale for capability.
Apparently, increasing the number of hidden neurons can only linearly increase the encoding ability, which is worse than increasing the I/O precision directly because the latter's encoding ability is ∝ (2 n ). For example, using 2× hidden neurons and 1-bit I/O does consume the same number of I/O ports with that of using 1× hidden nodes and 2-bit I/O; the accuracy of the former is only 88.2% while the latter is 94.71%. Thus, it looks like that the hardware had better provide enough I/O precision since rescuing the accuracy by software (using autoencoder) may cost more hardware resources, especially when the hardware I/O precision is less than the turning Table 3 : Accuracy v.s. different weight encoding strategies under 2-bit weight precision. I: initialization with EM; P: parameter range fine-tuning (to decide P); L: low precision finetuning (to decide k i j ) point. Anyway, this is a tradeoff between hardware consumption, software adaption and inference error.
Moreover, as illustrated by Figure 5 , autoencoder is also able to rescue the accuracy loss caused by low weight precision. Compared with Figure 4 , we can see that NNs are more tolerant of low weight precision than low I/O precision, since the latter can cause signal distortion directly. Figure 5 also shows that when the weight precision is 2-bit or more, using different scales of autoencoder does not change the accuracy apparently because it has already reached 99%.
Impact of Weight Encoding Methods.
We have evaluated the weight tuning algorithm, as well as the three kinds of weight encoding strategies. Figure 6 shows that weight tuning can set the weight parameters well for the three cases: with the increase of weight precision (any other constraint is not introduced), all of them can reach the upper bound accuracy. In Table 3 , we further give the effect of each phase of the weight tuning step (the weight precision is 2-bit, without any other constraint).
With only the EM-based initialization of the value-range tuning phase (I in Table 3 ), the accuracy of different weight encoding strategies depends on the latter's flexibility. The accuracy of weightsharing is the highest as it is the most flexible: the precision just limits the bit-width of indices, not weight values. dynamic-fixedpoint only allows weight values to be scaled by power of 2; thus it is the least flexible. fraction-encoding is positioned in the middle.
With the whole value-range tuning phase (including the initialization and fine-tuning, I+P in Table 3 ), the accuracy increases a little for both fraction-encoding and weight-sharing and remains unchanged for dynamic-fixed-point. The reason is in the initialization we have already found a good P, further fine-tuning P cannot increase the accuracy much, especially for dynamic-fixed-point with limited flexibility.
With the EM initialization and the rounding tuning phase (I+L in table 3), the accuracy increases significantly, which means that NN can easily find suitable parameters from any well-initialized set of weight values.
With all phases employed (I+P+L in table 3), the accuracy could still increase a little compared with the I+L case, except for dynamicfixed-point.
Anyway, there is no obvious capability difference between the three strategies.
Discussion and future work
Now, some transformation steps introduce extra layers more than one time, which may exacerbate NN redundancy. Therefore it is necessary to strike a balance between the possible information loss and hardware-resource consumption. Anyway, we provide a framework, while the concrete workflow could be customized. Moreover, the interaction between network compression and transformation is interesting, and we will study it as the future work.
In addition, it is helpful to present insights into future neuromorphic architecture designs:
• It could give design tradeoff between the common computational components and special functional components. For some neural functions or layers that are relatively easy (in terms of hardware consumption) to be achieved by common core-ops, it is unreasonable to integrate such a dedicate component on chip. If not, a special component is worth to realize. • After transformation, the data flow between core-op is basically determined; we can analyze the communication pattern in detail, which is conductive to the balanced distribution of computing and communication resources on chip. • Our solution regards NN inference as the forward process of graph with fixed topology. To some extent, it is suitable for field programmable devices (especially in the aspect of on-chip connection); thus how to combine the device configurability with the flexibility of transformation is an interesting topic.
RELATED WORK
There are two types of neural network chips. The first type focuses on the traditional ANNs: they are custom architectures to accelerate mature artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms, especially machine learning algorithms of DNN. The second usually supports SNNs to yield higher biological reality. In order to distinguish, we call the former NN accelerators and the latter neuromorphic chips in the following content.
NN compression
NNs are both computational intensive and memory intensive, making them difficult to deploy on hardware systems with limited resources. At the same time, there is significant redundancy for deep learning models [20] . Therefore, quite a few studies have been carried out to remove the redundancy, which can be divided into three types: pruning neurons, pruning synapses and pruning weights.
Both weight-quantization [6, 34, 65] and weight sharing [14] are pruning weights. For pruning synapses, deep compression [28] prunes the network by retaining only important connections. Diversity Network [50] prunes neurons, which selects a subset of diverse neurons and fuses the redundant neurons into the selected ones. Moreover, there are some research efforts that study extremely compact data representations (including the I/O precision or weight precision or both) for NN computation. Binarized neural networks [1, 3] that investigates the use of 1-bit data types for weight and ternary neural networks [4, 5] using 2 bits belong to this category, which have achieved comparable accuracies to state-of-the-art full precision networks for some data sets. However, these methods are effective for specific networks, not common development scenarios.
NN accelerators
EIE [27] extensively employs the above compression techniques and then proposes a dedicated engine to perform inference on the compressed network model. ESE [26] is its follow-up work that implements a speech recognition engine with compressed Long-Short-Term-Memory model on FPGA.
The DianNao chip family is a series of state-of-the-art NN accelerators. DianNao [12] designs an accelerator for DNNs and CNNs that exploits data reuse with tiling. The inherent sharing of weights in CNNs is explored in ShiDianNao [21] . PuDianNao [47] supports seven machine learning algorithms. DaDianNao [15] is a custom multi-chip machine-learning architecture. From the aspect of internal data representation and computation, they support fixed-point computation rather than 32-bit floating-point to reduce hardware cost. Accordingly, some corresponding retraining or tuning process is needed to adapt software for hardware. They use a loadstore ISA [48] to decouple synaptic weight storage from neuron processing logic to avoid the limitation on connection number and improve the utilization of processing logic. This family also supports compressed, sparse NNs through a dedicated accelerator, Cambricon-X [68] .
Minerva [57] uses fine-grained data type quantization and dynamic operation pruning to further reduce the resource consumption of DNN hardware. Strip [38] relies on bit-serial compute units to enable support for per-layer, dynamically configurable computation precision for DNN. DNPU [61] supports dynamic fixed-point with online adaption and weight quantization, too. Other studies include Origami [11] , Convolution Engine [56] , RedEye [46] , NeuroCube [39] , neuFlow [23] and quite a few FPGA-based designs [24, 59, 64, 67] .
All the above studies are based on the traditional Complementary Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor (CMOS) technology. Another category is using novel nonvolatile memory devices (usually memristors) to perform neural computations in memory. PipeLayer [63] is such an accelerator for CNNs that supports both training and inference, while PRIME [18] and ISAAC [58] are for inference. Other work includes stand-along accelerators [17, 32, 55] , co-processor [45] and many-core or NoC [8, 49] architecture. Since the new memory technology is not very mature, there is no systematic programming method.
The main computational components of these chips usually contain vector-matrix-multiplication units and nonlinear functions, which is the basis of our hardware abstraction.
Moreover, there are quite a few development frameworks for neural networking computing. Some (like Theano [4] , TensorFlow [1] , CNTK [2] , Torch [19] , MXNet [13] , etc.) describe NN as computation graphs. For a trained NN, the complete information can be extracted from whichever of them.
Neuromorphic chips
TrueNorth [10, 52] is a digital neuromorphic chip for SNNs, based on a structure of tiled crossbar (each crossbar is of size 256 × 256, and supports binary-valued neurons and ternary-valued synapses). The programming paradigm, Corelet [5] , is bound to the hardware platform: its recent study [22] proposes a TrueNorth-specific training mechanism to construct the whole NN from top to bottom. The parameters learned are then mapped to hardware [3] using Corelet.
EMBRACE [9] is a compact hardware SNN architecture, with the limited fan-out of individual neuron circuits. From the programming aspect, it follows the Modular Neural Network (MNN) computing paradigm [29] . Thus, it is not a general solution. Neurogrid [7] and FACETS [66] (including its successor BrainScaleS [51] ) are analog/digital hybrid systems, whose development methods are both hardware-specific. SpiNNaker [25] is different: its toolchain is not bound to any computing paradigm. The reason is that it is based on the chip multiprocessor (CMP) of ARM cores. Thus, its neural computing is completed by software. The drawback is that the efficiency will be lower than the dedicated hardware. TianJi [60] is an experimental CMOS neuromorphic chip based on tiled crossbars and supports hybrid computing of ANN and SNN. A toolchain NEUTRAMS [35] is developed to map various NN models onto the chip. It also decouples application from hardware and completes SW/HW co-design for optimization. But its methodology is based on redundancy of NN models and is not suitable for large-scale network under strict constraints.
CONCLUSION
We present a programming solution for NN chips, which can transform a trained, unrestricted NN into an equivalent network to meet hardware constraints. Multiple techniques are proposed to reduce the transformation error and improve the processing speed. The solution is validated on a real neuromorphic chip and a PIM design for ANNs, as well as on different scales of NNs under different constraints. The evaluation shows that the transformation methodology is very effective and only insignificant errors will be introduced. The transformation time is much faster than re-training the NN models for a specific neuromorphic hardware.
